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Ways of  sending messages in the past 

Drums PigeonsWell-Sealed Bottles

Fire and smoke 

Messengers Men on horses 







Why do you think people send messages?

To communicate and exchange information. 
To apply for a job.
to rearrange a meeting, a schedule or important 
things with a colleague.



rearrange
to change the position, time or order of  something



colleague
a person with whom one works especially in profession or business



urgent
requiring immediate action or attention



asp
as soon as possible



Look at the pictures and say what kind of  messages they are. 

They are text message, e-mail, post-it note and message in a bottle.



1. a mobile phone 
2. a computer

3. next to any telephone  
4. on a beach



1. A young person wrote a text message to tell his friend that he will get back soon. 
2. A businessman wrote an e-mail to another one to rearrange a meeting in his office.   
3. Dalia wrote a post-it note to tell Nadia to get back. 
4. A passenger on a ship wrote an urgent message.

1. A young person wrote it to a friend. 
2. The e-mail was written to a businessman.  
3. The post-it note was written to a friend or a family member. 
4. A passenger wrote the message to anyone at all.



Thanks for texting 
me my mate (friend), I will get back to you soon.

Hussein 
Thanks for letting me know in advance. I actually have the same 
problem as you, and was just about to contact you. Let’s rearrange 
things then. How about 27th March? My schedule is pretty free that 
day so I will be able to travel to your office instead.  
Ahmed 



Original message  
Dear Ahmed, 
 I’m afraid I can’t make our meeting tomorrow 
afternoon. A colleague is out of  the office and I 
have to take his place. If  we could reschedule 
asap I would really appreciate it, as there are 
many things to discuss about our forthcoming 
project. 
Hussein



Nadia 
Reem phoned. Can you get back to her as soon as 
possible – it’s urgent. She’ll be at home until 4.30. 
Dalia

I am sending this message out to sea to see if  anyone will find it. If  
you are reading this message, wherever you are in the world 
... please send it back to me at ...



What other ways do you use to send messages? 

Which type of  sending messages is your favourite? Why? 
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unreliable
untrustworthy irresponsible



starvation
lack of  food



well-sealed
closed very securely



current
body of  water or air moving in a definite direction



impromptu
done without being planned, organised or rehearsed



!Fill	in	the	spaces	with	words	from	the	list

{	current	/	unreliable	/	asap	/	well-sealed	/	impromptu	/	starvation	}

1-	They	passed	electric	………………………	to	the	machine	to	test	it.	

2-	The	boss	ordered,	`I	want	two	good	engines	down	here……………………'	

3-	Make	sure	that	the	bottles	are	…………………...	before	distributing	them.	

4-	It's	embarrassing	to	be	asked	to	give	a/an………….……….…..speech	on	a	

certain	occasion.	

5-	Some	internet	websites	are…………..……….We	should	never	trust	them.	

6-	Millions	of	poor	people	face	……………………	because	of	shortage	of	food.

current

asap

Well-sealed
impromptu

unreliable
starvation



Four 

In the first story: Japanese 
In the second story: we don’t know 
In the third story: German  
In the fourth story: Swedish and Italian



The first story: 1784-1935 
The second story: 1915  
The third story: 1929-1935  
The fourth story: 1956-1958
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fasten
to fix or join securely



instinct
a natural or intuitive way of  behaving



homing
relating to an animal's ability to fly home from a great distance.



illegally
against the law



pigeons were killed
years - healthy pigeon’s life

km - maximum distance a healthy pigeon flies in one flight
British pigeons - they were given medals for bravery in the First World War

year-old postal service



 military
 medal

 smuggle

 unique
 nest

 light  release



 regular pigeon post

 too dangerous

 fifteen and twenty

 fly back to

 tied to





6) Write a paragraph expanding on the 

information you have included in your 

factfile. Make sure you paraphrase any 

information that is also contained within 

the reading text, rather than simply 

repeating it.



Over to you
7) In what ways has sending messages 
changed since the first carrier pigeons?
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flash
to shine a bright light on and off



conference call
a linking of  several telephones, so that people in different places speak



deadline
the latest time or date by which something should be completed



upgrade
to raise (something) to a higher standard



harmony
agreement or concord









active passive

The active sentences tell us about the person who 
performed the action, and the action itself.

The second sentences focus on the action and the 
person who performed it isn’t so important.



1- (although passive sentences might not tell us who performed the action)



Last year, I had my room painted.

My father is having his phone upgraded tomorrow.

We’ve just had an AC unit installed.

The construction project will have been finished by Nader.

A large meal had been cooked for the family by Mum.

Ten books will have been read by the end of  this year.



!Change	into	passive	
1-	The	boys	play	chess	weekly. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
	 
2-	They	collect	shells	by	the	seashore. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
	 
3-	I	changed	my	address	last	year.		 	 	 	  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
	 
4-	They	arranged	the	files	properly. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
	 
5-	The	students	are	writing	Arabic	in	class	now. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
	



6-		The	Government	is	planting	trees	all	over	Kuwait.	 	  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
	 
7-My	mom	was	making	a	big	cake.		 	 	  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
	 
8-	She	was	cleaning	the	carpets	when	we	entered	the	house. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
	 
9-	She	has	already	bought	a	new	film. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

10-	He	has	fulfilled	the	aims	of	the	project. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………



11-By	11	a.m.	the	students	had	finished	the	exam.	 	 	 	  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
	 
12-	They	had	ordered	three	meals	before	we	arrived. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
	 
13-	They	can	illustrate	the	lesson	to	their	colleagues. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
	 
14-The	citizens	have	to	respect	law. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

15-	She	will	give	him	a	present. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

16-	She	is	going	to	bring	me	some	books	to	read. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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From a, b, c and d choose the best answer:

1- The house .................................................. destroyed by the fire last month.  

a- has been   b- was   c- were      d- is 

2- The letters .................................................................................... by Ali. I can recognize his writing. 
a- was written  b- have been written  c- is being written     d- has been writing 

3- The car will …………………repaired by the mechanic tomorrow. 

a- is    b- be    c- are   d- is being  

4- Shells …………………collected by the kids by the seashore now. 

a- is   b- be    c- is being  d- are being 

was

have been written

be

are being



portable
easily carried



The SIM card makes it easy to switch to a new 
phone by simply sliding the SIM out of  one 

phone and into another.



slide
to move smoothly over a surface



activate
to make something active and able to operate



handy
convenient to handle or use, useful



hassle
irritating inconvenience



unlock
to make a phone accessible to user



frequency
the wavelength of  a radio or digital signal (see band)



band
the wavelength of  a radio or digital signal



Meaning     to move something or someone from one place to   
another 

Example      Don’t forget to take an extra pair of shoes. 
                      Remember to take a pen with you.

TAKE



carry
swallow

steal
travel by



forced me to

produce
earn

attend



switch sliding
holds

activates
runs out

upgrade
slide unlock





Do you agree in saving your personal data on the SIM card or not ? 
Why? Why not?

Whenever you need this data, it will be available at your 
hand anytime .

The phone which is the SIM card inserted in could be 
stolen or lost, so confidentiality of  the data could be lost 
or stolen .



Thank you
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!Change	into	passive	

1-  Our neighbour gave me a lift.  
I was given a lift by our neighbours. 
2- His father punished him for what he did. 
He was punished for what he did by his father. 

3- The children gave Fatma a lovely birthday card.  
Fatma was given a lovely birthday card by the children. 
4-  The restaurant prepared the meal for five persons. 
The meal was prepared for five persons. 

5-  The mechanic repaired the car.    
The car was repaired by the mechanic.



At first, this service was used by the Chinese 
mainly for official documents.

Originally, messages were sent 
using fire and smoke.

An advanced postal system was 
organised by the Romans.

A system of  post roads was developed with 
many places, where messages  were passed 
by tired riders to other fresh riders. 



Messages were sent by the Romans 270 kilometres in 24 hours by this system.

The first postage stamps were introduced in Britain in 1840.

Homing pigeons were used by the Greeks so that messages 
could be delivered.



People make phone calls to friends wherever they are.

People send text messages over very long distances very cheaply.

People write these messages very quickly and their 
friends receive them a few seconds later.

More and more businesses are using e-mail.

In some organisations, e-mail has replaced 
traditional letters or memos.



makes
make

taken

take
take

making
made



5. No she’s not, sorry.
7. Sure, I’ll just get a pen.

2. Ok, speak to you soon.

1. Sorry, isn’t this 4744421?

4. Did you leave a message?



2

5

6

3

4

1
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answerphone

another term for “answer machine”



tone
a musical note or sound used as a particular signal



alarm
to cause someone to feel frightened, disturbed or in danger



briefly
of  short duration

Briefly



next of  kin
a person closest living relative



ring
an informal term for a telephone call



confident
feeling assured about something



tutor
a private teacher, typically one who  teaches a single student or a 
very small group



Message :1

Ring him

Faris
Monday 17th 
May 11.25 a.m.

He can’t play tennis tomorrow – he’s  hurt his wrist – 
has to rest it. Mayplay at the weekend?



Message :   2

Reem
Wednesday 7th 
July 8.05 a.m.

Can you bring the CD she  lent you to school today she needs it.

Take CD to school



Message :   3

Music Unlimited
Friday 22nd 
November 3.15 p.m.

Guitar ready for collection. They are open until 6.00 p.m. today and  all day tomorrow.

Collect guitar



Message :   4

University Chemistry Department
Tuesday 31st 
January 3.15 p.m.

Time of  interview changed from 10.30 a.m. to 3.45 p.m.

If  new time is inconvenient, call them on 03572 564635.
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!Fill	in	the	spaces	with	words	from	the	list:

briefly		/		ring			/		tutor		/		next	of	kin

1-What	a	strange……………………	tone	of	your	mobile	phone!		
		
2-I	think	your	child	needs	a	good	………………..,	he	is	a	low	achiever.	
		
3-	He	is	my	dearest	and	nearest.	Actually,	he'	s	my……………………	
		
4-	You	need	to	answer	the	questions……………….,	don’t	give	details.		
	

ring
tutor

next	of	kin
briefly



	!Choose	the	correct	answer	from	a,	b,	c	and	d:

1-All	Muslims	know	the	fact	that	strong	faith	in	Allah	makes	people	feel	more…………	
			a-	unreliable															b-	portable																			c-	confident																		d-	frequent	
		

2-Tom	keeps	some	dogs	on	his	farm	to	………………him	in	case	of	any	danger	of	robbers.	
			a-	alarm																									b-	flash																										c-	unlock																						d-	overtake	
		

3-Can	you	tell	me	what	happened	……………………….…I	have	no	time	to	waste.	
			a-	urgently																				b-	currently																	c-	confidently															d-	briefly	
		

4-	Do	you	know	how	this…………………….works,	I	want	to	wind	it	up.	
			a-	frequency																b-	answerphone													c-	tutor																									d-	conference





Read the original e-mail and the reply to it. 
a. Is Nasser going to meet Anwar?

We don’t know if  Nasser is going to meet 
Anwar – it depends on his parents.



b. In e-mails, words are often left out for speed. 
What words have Anwar and Nasser left out of  their 
e-mails? Show where words are missing.

1. Good to see you again 

It was

It was good to see you again. 



2. Must meet up again soon

We

We must meet up again soon.



3. Will have to ask my parents

I

I will have to ask my parents.



4. Great idea!

That’s a / What a

That’s a great idea!  
What a great idea! 



Writing 

Notes and messages

You are going to write a reply to an 
e-mail and a phone text message





a. THX 4 CALLN: Thanks for calling.  
b. IM W8NG 4 U: I’m waiting for you.  
c. CU L8R: See you later.



Are	you	for	or	against	the	new	language	which	developed	because	
of	the	abbreviated	text	messages.	Why?

I am for because it is easier and faster. It saves time and effort.

I am against because day after day we lose our language.
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f. request for a meeting

d. congratulations
e. giving information



A 
Dear Riadh, 
Can we get together at 4.00 
p.m. on Wednesday, in Room 
293? 
We need to discuss yesterday’s 
sales figures. 
Please get back to me as soon 
as possible. 
Hameed

B 
Dear Maha 
Well done! It’ll be a fantastic job - I’m 
sure you’ll enjoy it. Lucky you! 
When does it start? 
I wish you all the best! 
Huda

C 
Dear All, 
We’ll be in Turkey from Nov 9 to Jan 4. Our contact details are: 
Phone: 00 66 7187 4243 (mobile) 
Text messages: Jaber 07795 203498; Abeer 07795 203499 
E-mail: abeerjaber@blah.com 
We’re looking forward to seeing you in the new year. 
Jaber and Abeer



4 2
3 1
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